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Clinical Vignette
R.K. is evaluated for outpatient stroke rehabilitation at the UPMC Stroke Rehabilitation 

Center. She is a 66-year-old right-hand-dominant female who suffered an ischemic, 

left-middle cerebral artery stroke six months ago with residual right hemiparesis. She has  

a past medical history of hyperlipidemia and a remote history of tobacco use. Prior to her 

stroke, she ambulated independently without assistive devices. She completed a course  

of inpatient rehabilitation during which her spouse was actively involved in her therapy 

sessions and progress. She then completed home health therapy with transition to 

outpatient therapy for two months.   

Both the patient and her husband are pleased that she is walking independently with a few 

modifications from baseline status. However, her main concern and source of frustration is 

her limited functional use of her right arm, which had not recovered as well as her leg. R.K.  

is hoping that a rehabilitation program can be designed to improve her arm function.

Definition of Problem

There are approximately 795,000 new or recurrent strokes every year in the United 

States. Of all strokes, 610,000 are classified as first event and 185,000 are recurrent 

events. According to 2007 mortality data, about one of every 18 deaths in the United 

States is due to stroke.1 The stroke death rate during 1997–2007 decreased 44.8%, 

and the actual number of stroke deaths has decreased by 14.7%. For those who 

survive, stroke is the leading cause of disability in adults. Approximately 85% of 
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stroke survivors present with upper limb hemiparesis and 

about 55% to 75% have ongoing upper limb impairment that 

hinders quality of life with significant disability lasting more 

than six months post-stroke.2,3 

Motor Recovery after Stroke

Motor recovery in stroke hemiplegia tends to follow a typical 

pattern that was first described by Twitchell and 

Brunnstrom.4,5 Both described an initial period of flaccid 

paresis associated with decreased or absent reflexes. Then, as 

recovery begins, synergistic activation is noted with a return 

of reflexes. As synergistic activation improves, there is 

increased voluntary activity; concurrently, hyperreflexia and 

spasticity can be observed. As voluntary isolated control 

improves, spasticity then decreases.  

Of note, motor strength tends to recover initially in the 

proximal extremity before progressing distally, although 

recent studies suggest proximal and distal function may  

be equally impaired.6 The pattern of recovery after middle 

cerebral artery stroke tends towards earlier and fuller 

improvement of the leg compared to the arm. This classic 

pattern of recovery often leads to a common question:  

What more can be done to facilitate recovery of the  

upper extremity?

The Copenhagen Stroke Study, which followed multiple 

outcomes via a population-based analysis, concluded that 

most upper extremity functional return can be expected 

within six to 11 weeks after the stroke.7 A significant number 

of patients in this cohort had poorly functioning upper 

limbs, despite intensive rehabilitation, with improvements 

noted only if there was compensation by the unaffected arm.

Neuroplasticity and Stroke Recovery

Neuroplasticity plays an important role in stroke recovery. 

The ability of the brain to reorganize after an injury is key to 

understanding the mechanisms for how rehabilitation can 

improve functional recovery. Nudo demonstrated expanded 

and contracted areas in the M1 region that correlated to 

digital training tasks in normal intact primates.8 Similar 

findings by Kleim demonstrated increased cortical 

representation in rodent motor cortices of the wrist and 

digit, and decreases in elbow and shoulder regions ten days 

after training on a skilled reaching task.9

Animal models also show similar cortical reorganization 

after brain injury. Monkey brains mapped 12 weeks after 

infarct in the primary motor cortex for the hand 

demonstrated increased representation of the hand in the 

premotor cortex signifying “injury-induced” plasticity.  

In other words, neural reorganization occurred in other sites 

in response to cortical damage. The degree of expansion 

corresponded to the degree of injury in the primary motor 

cortex.10 Another study using neuroanatomical tracers 

demonstrated axonal sprouting near the area of injury in 

monkey brains as well as in more remote areas.11

Rehabilitation Approaches to Improve  

Motor Function after Stroke.

Repetitive task training is a mainstay of standard therapy 

and is defined as repeated practice of tasks that are 

functional in nature, in contrast to basic muscle 

strengthening. However, a Cochrane review in 2007 

demonstrated that while this approach is useful for 

improvement in lower limb function, there is little direct 

advantage for upper limb function.12 In chronic spastic 

hemiparesis, there is evidence that task practice combined 

with onabotulininumtoxinA injections is effective in 

improving upper limb motor function.13

Constraint-induced movement therapy, defined as 

immobilizing the non-paretic upper limb with concurrent 

intensive training of the paretic upper limb, was evaluated  

in the Extremity Constraint Induced Therapy Evaluation 

(EXCITE) trial.14 This trial was a multicenter randomized 

intervention involving over two hundred participants and 

demonstrated statistically significant improvements in 

performance time and motor activity in patients who had 

strokes within three to nine months. A subsequent EXCITE 

study demonstrated that early intervention (three to nine 
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months) resulted in more improvement than delayed 

intervention (15 to 21 months) from stroke onset.15  

A functional MRI study of eight patients who underwent 

two weeks of constraint-induced therapy demonstrated a 

decrease in activity in the unaffected motor cortex, further 

indicating plasticity in the normal cerebral hemisphere.16  

It should be noted that only 4% of EXCITE participants  

had spasticity and some residual motor function was 

required in the paretic limb for inclusion.

A Cochrane review in 2009 of 19 studies, including 

randomized control trials and quasi-randomized control 

trials, demonstrated a moderate effect on disability in 

patients who underwent constraint-induced movement 

therapy.17 A subsequent review in December 2010 included 

more recent studies which indicated no further benefit on 

disability and a moderate benefit on arm motor function.18  

More recent advancements for rehabilitation include robotic 

assisted therapy to target upper limb hemiparesis. Robotic 

therapies are defined as mechanical devices that are 

programmable to perform a task or a specific set of tasks,  

and they can be autonomous or semi-autonomous. These 

devices force feedback for sensorimotor rehabilitation and 

can measure speed, direction, and strength of voluntary 

activity. In addition, robotic devices provide interactive 

evaluation of movements and assist patients with moving 

their affected limb through goal-directed, predetermined 

movements.  

A variety of robotic devices have been developed to assist 

with upper limb rehabilitation. The devices can target 

proximal or distal upper limb movements and can provide 

varying levels of assistance, including passive, active-assisted, 

active-resisted, active-constrained, and bimanual 

movements, depending on the degree of weakness (Table 1). 

A variety of robotic devices have been developed to assist 

with upper limb rehabilitation, and most have been designed 

to deliver intensive, repetitive, task-oriented movements 

(Table 2). There is evidence to suggest that robotic devices 

promote task-oriented goals and trigger reorganization of 

motor maps more effectively than non-practiced movements. 

Robotic-assisted therapy during grasping tasks increased 

sensorimotor cortex activation on functional MRI greater 

than non-practiced tasks.19

TA B L E 1 : 

Levels of Assistance Provided by Robotic Devices for Rehabilitation

Passive MMT Movement externally imposed by the robot while the patient is relaxed.
 0–2/5

active MMT Patient initiates movement and robot provides necessary assistance along a predetermined path.
 2–3/5 

active resisted MMT Patient moves against robot-derived resistance.
 3–4/5 

active Constrained MMT robot provides resistance in the direction of the desired movement and provides restoring forces 
 3–4/5 perpendicular to the movement.

bimanual MMT robot moves the paretic limb to the mirror image position and orientation of the unimpaired limb 
 0–5/5 as measured by a digital link.
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Early robot-assisted sensorimotor stimulation in acute 

stroke, in addition to conventional therapy, showed 

significant gains in recovery of shoulder abduction and  

elbow flexion, but not in wrist flexion. After three months  

of training, gains in motor function were sustained to an 

eight-month follow-up. There were no significant differences 

in muscle tone or trunk control.20

A bilateral computerized arm trainer called the  

Bi-Manu-Track uses repetitive practice of passive and  

active bilateral forearm and wrist movements. In a study  

of 44 severely paretic subacute stroke patients with no 

volitional activity of wrist and finger extensors, bilateral 

robotic training with Bi-Manu-Track, compared to  

EMG-initiated electrical stimulation of paretic wrist 

extensors, improved motor control and muscle strength. 

Interestingly, in this study muscle strength was improved 

both in proximal and distal muscle groups even though only 

the forearm and wrist movements were robot assisted.21 

These findings may be due to distal muscle training 

inducing a more powerful activation of the sensorimotor 

cortex because of larger cortical representation.

A robotic device called MIT-Manus (InMotion 2) is a second 

degree of freedom robot manipulator. It assists in shoulder 

and elbow movements and guides hand movements in a 

horizontal plane. It also provides visual, auditory, and tactile 

feedback during goal-assisted movements. In a study using 

the MIT-Manus, stroke patients with moderate to severe 

upper extremity hemiparesis showed improvements in 

shoulder and elbow function and greater recovery of ADL 

function compared to traditional therapy.22 

While these studies are encouraging, other studies23, 24 show 

minimal to no change in robotic-assisted therapy compared 

to traditional therapy for improving upper limb disability 

outcome measures. These findings may relate to most 

robotic devices focusing on proximal arm therapies, while 

disability from upper limb impairment is more severely 

impacted by loss of distal hand function and finger dexterity.

TA B L E 2 : 

Comparison of Robotic Devices for Upper Limb Hemiparesis

 inMotion 
 (MiT Manus) inMotion Wrist aRMeO bi-Manu-Track MiMe

Unilateral or Unilateral Unilateral Unilateral bilateral bilateral  
bilateral Training  

Upper limb Target shoulder Wrist  shoulder Forearm shoulder
 elbow Forearm elbow Wrist elbow
   Wrist
   hand
 
level of assistance Passive Passive Passive Passive Passive 
Provided by Robot active-assisted active-assisted active-assisted active-assisted active-assisted
 active-resisted active-resisted  active-resisted active-constrained
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Advantage/Disadvantage of Robotic Devices

While the literature on robotic devices continues to emerge, 

there are issues that must be understood before offering this 

therapy to patients. Robotic devices are costly and require 

staff training. Robotic activators may potentially decrease 

effort and attention of the patient.25, 26, 27  If a robotic device is 

performing movements that are important for a patient  

to do, some believe this could potentially worsen motor 

plasticity.28, 29 

A passive arm orthosis, such as the ARMEO, that has no 

robotic activator may be less costly, safer, and appropriate  

for semiautonomous training. This orthosis may be ideal  

for patients with moderate to severe hemiparesis with  

less than anti-gravity motor strength. The orthosis can 

simultaneously measure arm movements while the patient is 

interacting with computer games. In chronic stroke patients, 

those using a passive orthosis were compared to conventional 

semiautonomous exercises using a table for gravity support. 

Both groups improved upper extremity motor control after 

the treatment period; however, computer-enhanced arm 

exercises maintained improvement significantly better than 

controls six months later. Participants also reported a 

preference for the computer-enhanced arm exercises over 

the traditional therapy.30 

Conversely, there are advantages of robotic therapy that may 

not be intuitive. In a study performed in the Department of 

Veterans Affairs medical system, the average per-patient cost 

for robotic therapy was slightly higher at $9,977 compared to 

intensive non-robotic therapy at $8,269. However, over a 

period of 36 weeks, and factoring in overall health care costs 

(therapy plus general medical care), the cost per patient was 

not significantly different with robot-assisted therapy at 

$15,562 versus intensive comparative therapy at $15,605.31 

Another advantage to robotic devices is accessibility.  

A patient may not have access to outpatient therapy facilities. 

A robotic device in the patient’s home would provide 

convenient access. Additionally, after patients complete  

an intensive inpatient or outpatient therapy course and  

are transitioning to a home exercise program, poor 

compliance may be a barrier to continued functional 

recovery. The engaging interaction that a robotic device  

can provide using game-like interfaces may help to maintain 

a patient’s focus and motivation.

Future Research for Robotic Devices

Similar to other rehabilitation research questions, more 

studies are required to guide the most effective timing, 

intensity, and duration of robotic therapies. Also, the role of 

the therapist to assist in setting up robotic therapies should 

be evaluated. Most of the studies with robotic-assisted 

therapies have a low sample size, and future studies with a 

larger number of patients may detect smaller but clinically 

relevant treatment effects. Thus far, robotic devices have 

focused on proximal arm movements rather than distal 

muscle groups, which may not result in significant 

improvement in function. Devices that target the hand and 

fingers, for example, may potentially help with fine motor 

control. A comparison of more than one device would help 

to define specific indications for each device.

What’s next? Looking ahead

While there are expected to be more studies and utilization 

of robotic devices, there also are other trends in 

rehabilitation that will emerge, including virtual reality and 

the use of gaming systems. In a small study, a virtual reality 

interface in patients with post-stroke upper limb hemiparesis 

exhibited improvements in hand function, specifically in 

finger movement and speed.31 A meta-analysis performed in 

2010 demonstrated that virtual reality as an adjunctive 

therapy resulted in improved motor function in 

observational studies.32  Henderson’s review of virtual reality 

for upper limb motor recovery indicated that the evidence is 

limited, though “sufficiently encouraging to justify further 

research.”33
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The Nintendo Wii™ gaming system also has provided an 

accessible adjunct to standard therapy practice. A pilot 

study published in 2011 studied seven stroke patients and 

five healthy patients who underwent one hour of Wii for 

10 consecutive weekdays. Interestingly, all stroke patients 

demonstrated functional improvements, including 

decreased (faster) performance time on the Wolf Motor 

Function Test task and increased (better) scores in the 

mean Motor Activity Log. The healthy controls did not 

have any significant change regardless of their 

improvement for the Wii game itself.34 Another study 

compared Wii to standard recreational therapy showing 

significant improvement in the Wolf Motor Function  

Task and stroke severity score compared to controls.35

Clinical Vignette Outcome

R.K. was referred for outpatient therapy using the 

ARMEO device for robotic-assisted therapy. She utilized 

an overhead sling suspension system with gravity 

assistance in a three-dimensional workspace to allow for 

full range of motion. She was able to stay motivated with 

the fun, engaging experience that the device provided.  

She participated in two hours of ARMEO training a  

day, three days per week for a total duration of eight 

weeks. Three months after she began training with the 

device, she was able to significantly improve her motor 

strength and function, especially with upper body  

dressing and grooming. Even though residual paresis 

remained, she was thrilled with her improvements in 

activities of daily living and overall independence.
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